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The Calamitous Ballad
  Guitar strumming filled the late afternoon air 

on the shores of the Necluda Sea, in the 
eastern Akkala region. Alone, a young 

man sits on a large rock, strumming away 
at his jet black guitar, the instrument 
sporting oddly red strings, as well as 
purple designs, featuring swirls and 

evil-looking eyes. And though he is alone, 
his song does not go unheard.

  The tell-tale sounds of approaching monsters 
joins the guitar strumming, but the 

strumming does not stop. Even as the 
man is spotted by a mob of Bokoblins as 
well as a pair of Moblins, the strumming 
doesn’t stop. It continues even as they 

approach, weapons at the ready.

  And when it does finally stop, it’s swiftly 
replaced by the whistling of a blade 

cutting through the late afternoon air, 
and the yells of dying monsters.

  “To reduce this peaceful song with one of 
violence is a shame, but a necessary 

one…”

  Just as he is alone, his lone purple eye looks 
up off into the distance, towards the 
castle tower looming in the darkening 
sky, black and purple malice swirling 

around it.
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  “I wonder, father, if you hear it as 
well--not the peaceful melody 
before, or the violent song just 

now though. I wonder if you hear 
the ballad of the champions, 
calling for your defeat, and I 

wonder if you hear the calamitous 
ballad that weaves the tale of 

that defeat.”

  Malitiae gives a somber smile to the 
looming dark tower, strumming 

his guitar once more.

  “But do not worry if you cannot, for I 
will gladly play as loudly as I must 

for it to reach you, my dearest 
father, my creator…”

“...Ganon.”

Xander Garland



Usagi arrives home and overhears her 
mom on the phone explaining that 
the prince and a close friend left 
the kingdom this afternoon and 

decided to go over the wall. After 
Usagi ate she headed to her room 
and began to lose herself in her 

thoughts and wondered what if the 
boys she saw by the river in those 
unique clothing was the prince and 

his friend. She smiled as she 
thought that one of the boys was 
quite cute and slowly her eyes 

became heavy as she dreamed of 
the future she so badly wanted.

Alexus Gonzalez

The Great One
In a kingdom far off the north lived these scavengers 

and one prince. Akame the Great One was known 
for being a troublemaker in the kingdom, he had 
a lot of friends in the royal school he attended. 
Dormani, one of Akame’s great friends decided 
he wanted to sneak out of the kingdom for a 

little and explore out over the walls. While that 
was being planned, over the walls lived these 
poor bestfriends who were waiting around the 

river looking at the flowers and the fishes 
swimming around peacefully. Out of nowhere 

they hear this loud splash, and rings form in the 
water, they abruptly scatter behind the big oak 

tree that sat by the river and peeked. There 
they noticed Akame and Dormani playing around 
in the water wrestling. Sakura whispers to Usagi, 

“Who are they? Why is it that we have never 
seen anyone with those uniforms before?” Usagi 

replies “I don't know it seems they might be from 
the kingdom, should we say hi?” Without a 

response Usagi appears from behind the oak tree 
and yells, “Hi!” The boys stop in their tracks and 
proceed to whisper to each other. Akame comes 
out of the river and then Dormani “Why are you 
guys here” Dormani questions. Usagi answers, 

“No, more like why are you guys here” Dormani 
gives a disgusted look. Sakura slowly approaches 
Usagi and begins to tug on her white stained tank 
top “ I don’t think we should bother them. Usagi 
let them go and let us go home supper is almost 

ready” says Sakura with a stern yet confused 
face. Suddenly an alarm started blaring, the boys 
laughed and ran off. Sakura and Usagi looked at 
each other confused on what had just happened 
and who they just ran into. They both went their 
separate ways heading back home to eat supper.
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Akui
Olivia Murphy

“Get back here!” Kiyo seethed. Akui didn’t listen. She kept her head up, eyes straight, and 
continued out the door. “You can’t stop this, Kiyo. This has been set in motion since that day 
fifteen years ago, and not even the gods themselves can intervene,” she spat out before slamming 
the door behind her. Just as she expected, the door swung open after being shut for a mere second. 
“Akui, I know you’re still hurting. You have every right to feel the way you do, but please don’t do 
this. There has to be another way to avenge your village and people, please be smart about this,” 
she pleaded. Akui stopped so abruptly in her tracks that the dirt on the road swirled into the air and 
around her face. She halfway turned her face to Kiyo and muttered, “There is no other way. The 
queen must die, and I’m going to make sure it happens.” With that, she continued down the dirt 
road towards the queen’s palace in the Kingdom of Alora. 

The land of She is a very spacious area. Akui lived with Kiyo on the border of Alora, but it was a long 
trek to get to the center where the queen lives. It was about a three-day journey, maybe four if you 
take enough breaks to rest and sleep. Akui was dreaming of this journey for a long time, longer than 
she’d like to admit actually-- so she was completely ready to take it on. At the end of her first day 
traveling, she set up camp under a large tree, went to sleep, and dreamed. 

15 years ago…
Fire. There was fire everywhere. It was a normal sight, seeing fire in the Den of Dragons. However, 
this wasn’t the warm, comforting fire Akui was used to being around. These flames were wild and 
scorching. They weren’t the flames of the Dragon People. These were the flames of war. Akui stood 
at the base of the volcano, desperately searching for a familiar face. All she could see was smoke, 
and all she could hear was screaming. She started heading towards the top of the fiery mountain 
where her house was. Halfway up, a large man in silver armor stepped in her way with his sword 
raised. Akui let out a blood curdling scream, but was interrupted when the armored man fell to the 
ground with his head engulfed in flames. Behind his crumpled body and through the thick smoke, 
Akui could make out her mother. She recognized her raven-black hair, dark bronze skin, and vibrant 
purple eyes-- all of the characteristics that they share. She didn’t look completely human, as she 
was halfway phased between a human and a dragon. It was still a comforting sight to Akui, because 
what she really needed at that very moment was her mother. “Mommy!” Akui cried, “What’s 
happening?” Her mother scooped her up in her arms and fled to the top of the volcano. “Sweetie, 
do you remember when I told you that someday, you’re going to have to be really brave? Do you 
remember when I said that we might have to fight bad guys someday, and you’ll have to be as 
strong as you can be? Do you remember?” she questioned while sprinting towards their house. Akui 
shook her head. “Today’s that day, sweetheart, and I need you to-” her sentence was cut off when 
a golden arrow pierced her chest. Her mother fell over as Akui was sent tumbling forward. She 
screamed so hard that she started spitting up her own blood. Akui crawled over to her mother, 
shouting, “Mommy?! Mommy?!” Her mother strained to lift her head and look. She was laying on her 
stomach, and the pool of red around her body continued to grow. She strained to lift her arms, and 
was struggling to breathe. She removed the glowing green pendant from around her neck, and 
placed it in Akui’s palm. In a voice barely audible over all the chaos, she strained out, “I… love you, 
Emika… r-run…” And with that, her face fell and her labored breathing stopped. Horrified, Akui 
stood and ran for her life. She ran down the volcano and into the woods as far as she could. She was 
running for her life, running for what seemed like forever, until her whole world fell into blackness.
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Akui
Olivia Murphy

Akui bolted upright with a gasp. She tried to shake all remnants of her dream, but the memories 
just kept swirling around in her head. Den of Dragons… Dragon People… mother… that name… 
death… She couldn’t stop thinking about her past and all the memories that haunted her. She used 
to live in the Den of Dragons with the Dragon People. It was a small village close to Alora, and it 
bordered the ocean on a large volcano. The Dragon People were those blessed with dragons as their 
spirit guide. Everybody was born with a spirit guide from which they can draw power and 
knowledge. The dragon is the strongest and fiercest spirit guide, so those with the Dragon’s Blessing 
are feared tremendously. It was this fear that was the downfall of Akui’s village and people. When 
she was five, the Kingdom of Alora attacked. They were scared that the Dragon People would one 
day try to overthrow the kingdom, so they wanted to execute the whole race. 

Dragons can only be killed with a gold weapon fully piercing their heart, and the same goes for 
Dragon People if they’re phased. Those with certain spirit guides can phase into their guide’s body, 
but only for a short period of time. However, if you’re in your normal state, you can die like 
anybody else. The attack took them by surprise, so they had no way of defending themselves. Akui’s 
thoughts eventually wandered to what happened when she ran into the woods. She passed out from 
exhaustion, and that’s when Kiyo found her. She was a middle-aged, retired military captain living a 
peaceful life in a cottage in the woods when she took Akui in. Kiyo raised her the best she could, 
and taught her all she knew about combat and fighting. Akui recalled her asking, “What’s your 
name?” She thought back to her mother, and wanted her to be the last person to use that name. 
Emika means “blessed, beautiful child”, but that’s not who she thought she was anymore. She told 
Kiyo that her name was Akui, which means “malicious”. On that day, she knew she needed revenge, 
and so she figured that name would suit the new person she had become. 

She was so lost in her thoughts for the next few days that Akui almost didn’t realize that she was 
approaching the gates of Alora. The drawbridge was down, allowing a throng of merchants to enter. 
Akui lifted her hood over her face, and stealthily hopped into the back of one of the merchants’ 
wagons and hid. She knew that her features were unmistakably those belonging to the Dragon 
People, so she had to keep a low profile and remain unnoticed until she could see the queen. Once 
safely through the gate, Akui exited the wagon and looked around. To her right, she could see a 
cobblestone path leading up to grand, luxurious houses. If she squinted, she could almost make out 
the palace. To her left, the cobblestone turned to dirt and led to poor, poverty-stricken homes. The 
shacks were about six feet high, made of recycled plywood, and most of the roofs were either 
completely caved in or drooping tremendously. The difference between the rich district and the 
poor district made Akui sick to her stomach. That queen… she must die. Akui’s malicious and 
vengeful thoughts continued making their rounds in her head when she turned to her left and 
approached an old, disheveled man. He was sitting with his legs crossed in front of what Akui 
guessed to be his shack. It appeared that his clothes were made from old, ripped potato sacks. His 
hair and beard were extremely long and grey, and his skin had an ashy grey tint to it. Akui felt 
terrible for him, but she had no time to waste. She made sure her hood was still concealing her 
face, and she started towards the old man. “Sir,” she began, “this is very important. I need to see 
the queen today. How can I do that?” The man looked up at her with inquisitive eyes. “What’s the 
rush? Nobody likes seeing that witch, and I can’t imagine why somebody would want to see her so 
fast,” he said. Akui smirked at his remark. It made her excited, knowing that there were others who 
shared her abhorrence of the queen. “It’s a very long story.

Fantasy Works
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Akui
Olivia Murphy

 Please, tell me how I can get to her,” Akui implored. The old man shrugged his shoulders. “Well, 
the only way for a person to see her is to request a visit. That waiting list is about a year and a half 
long, and she wouldn’t ever visit with people like us, so that might not be your best bet,” he trailed 
off, and had an inquisitive look on his face. Akui nodded her head and urged him to keep going. “If 
it’s as important as you say, then you could always commit treason. That queen hates any and 
everything that goes against her, so she likes to personally see that the treasoner gets a ‘proper’ 
punishment,” he explained. He looked Akui up and down and continued, “But you don’t seem like 
the criminal type, and nobody is dumb enough to willingly face the Queen’s wrath. Sorry, I’m not 
too sure I can help ya.” Akui beamed under her cloak’s hood. “No, you helped me plenty. Thanks a 
lot,” she said as she turned on her heels and began walking towards the castle. She reached into her 
pocket, pulled out a gold coin, and flicked it over her shoulder to the old man. She didn’t see it, 
but she could feel his smile.

As Akui approached the castle, she began to think. Treason? What can I do that purposefully 
goes against the queen? She looked around. The palace gates were guarded by 10 men in uniform, 
and she knew there was an array of others within the walls. She had a rash idea, and acted upon it 
even faster than it had appeared in her head. She pulled out the two obsidian daggers in her boots, 
and approached the guards.

When all ten laid dead at her feet, she had caused quite a commotion. She was too fast to 
have been identified by anybody, so she knew her anonymity was preserved. The townspeople 
stared in horror, and the other guards started to file outside. Akui hid behind a large stone pillar, 
and slipped behind the last guard that exited. Once she entered the gate, the palace doorsteps 
were just a short run away. She sprinted towards the doors that were guarded by another ten men. 
She used her daggers to kill all but two. Akui laughed to herself, dropped her weapons, and put her 
hands over her head. “That counts as treason right?” she smirked. The guards had such horrified 
expressions on their faces that Akui almost started to feel bad. These people work for the woman 
that ordered my people to be killed. They’re just as guilty as her. She didn't feel bad after that. 
One of the guards tackled her to the ground and put her in handcuffs. “You’ve committed treason! 
I’m taking you straight to the queen.” Akui couldn’t hide her beaming smile as the guards picked 
her up and carried her inside the palace.

She could tell the castle was extremely luxurious, but she couldn’t bring herself to look 
around. She was dead focused on what she had to do, and kept her eyes glued to the floor. Now’s 
the time. You’ve been waiting for this for fifteen years. Do it. One of the guards released her arm 
and opened a large, heavy door. Akui saw the queen sitting on her throne at the back of the room. 
She couldn’t suppress her excitement. Her body was trembling from all of her adrenaline. The 
guards walked her up to the foot of the throne and forced her to her knees. “She’s a treasonist,” 
one guard said. “She killed 18 of our guards and tried breaking into the palace.” Akui had her head 
bowed, and her face was still covered. She could feel the queen’s judgemental gaze. “This little 
girl? You lot, the best soldiers in the kingdom, weren’t capable of fending off a girl of this puny 
size? I need new guards,” the queen boringly droned on. Her tone was dismissing, and that just 
fueled Akui’s rage. I won’t be disregarded by her anymore. My time is now. Akui shot into a standing 
position, and swiped the legs of the guard to her left. While he fell, she grabbed his sword out of 
the sheath and slashed through his legs. She turned to face the other guard and shoved the sword 
through his chest, armor and all. She then turned to face the queen, lifted the hood off her face, 
and beamed. “This is going to be fun,” Akui grinned.
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Akui
Olivia Murphy

 The queen raised her eyebrows and looked at Akui carefully. Her eyes trailed over her face and down 
her five foot, two inch body, and landed on the glowing green necklace her mother had given her. “Ah, the 
Pendant of Dragons. So you’re one of the Dragon People. I guess you can never really kill them all,” the queen 
said in a dry tone. Her words lit an anger in Akui that she never felt before. She felt a fire in her stomach that 
spread to her chest, and eventually engulfed her whole body. “So, if you know who I am, then you know why 
I’m here,” Akui sneered. The queen rolled her eyes and sighed. “Well I suppose, but I hope you don’t think 
you can achieve your goal,” the queen sniggered while pulling a golden sword from behind her throne. The 
queen stood and glared at Akui with menacing eyes. “I know you’re in pain from watching everyone you love 
die. Let me end your pain, and help you see your people again,” the queen said while raising the sword. 
Akui’s anger grew, and so did the fire in her body. It grew stronger and hotter until it eventually extended 
from her body and she was fully engulfed in flames. She had finally phased for the first time. Her skin felt 
tougher, her eyesight was better, and she felt a hundred times more powerful. She knew she was capable of 
taking down the queen, and she was determined to do so. Her phasing made the queen’s eyes widen and 
eyebrows raise, because she had never seen a phased  Dragon Person before. Akui smirked and planned on 
using this surprise to her advantage. She dropped the sword and grabbed her obsidian daggers off one of the 
dead guards’ bodies. She raised her head to look at the queen dead in the eyes and said, “Your time has 
come. I will take your life the same way you took the life of my people.” The queen raised an eyebrow and 
responded, “I killed the rest of your people, and you will share the same fate. Don’t worry, I’m sure you’ll be 
seeing your mother soon.” That statement made Akui’s flames increase in heat and intensity. She scowled, 
raised her daggers, and lunged at the queen.

Nobody knows what happened after the altercation between Akui and the queen. They both turned up 
missing, and couldn’t be found. After scouring the world for years, the kingdom eventually had no choice but 
to give up and crown another queen. This new queen was caring and kind, so her reign resulted in a huge 
improvement within the poor district, and peace was finally brought to the whole kingdom.

During the search for the old queen, the guards made everyone report anything that they saw or found 
strange. They continued taking these reports until the new queen was crowned. It’s believed that these 
accounts are the only clues leading to the disappearance of the queen that vanished.
Report from Guard #00420 on 5/5:
One door to the throne room was left open. When I entered, I was met with relentless fire. The throne, 
curtains, carpets, and even the stone walls were on fire. There was blood splattered throughout the whole 
room, but the only bodies were two guards at the foot of the throne. One window was open, which I found 
peculiar because either all or none are open at a time. I saw no sign of the queen or of the treasonist. It’s like 
they just disappeared into thin air. 

Report from Carmelle Hudson, Rich District Mayor on 5/5:
It was so crazy. It looked like a very large bird flew out of the queen’s throne room. It was gigantic and black, 
like a very big hawk. It was bigger than any bird I had ever seen. Did I what? Oh, no I didn’t see the queen. 
Just that enormous bird-looking thing. I’ve never seen anything like it before.

Report from Sissy, a merchant, on 5/6:
I was coming back to Alora from a business trip. When I passed the Den of Dragons, it looked like there were 
some people there. I couldn’t tell because it was so far away, but it looked like there were two people at the 
top of the volcano. Huh? No, I didn’t see any faces. Isn’t that strange? That place is so creepy, I don’t know 
why anybody would want to go there… let alone climb to the top of that horrible, bloodstained volcano. 

Report from Randall, a traveler, on 3/15 of the following year:
I was coming to Alora to try and make a better life for myself. The economy has been booming here ever since 
that new queen was crowned. I had to pass the Den of Dragons on my way. I passed from a distance, because 
that place gives me the creeps. Even from far away, I could tell there was something there. I saw some small 
buildings, kind of like houses, and I thought I saw some people walking around. I can’t be sure about the 
people, since I was so far away… but I definitely saw small buildings. Wasn’t that village completely leveled 
during the attack sixteen years ago? How strange. 
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Wasted Youth
A Short Story by Davern Frazier

Deep in the jungles of Brazil lies the hidden Kingdom of Zeal. However Zeal was not always 
hidden.Thousands of years ago Zeal was a flourishing empire. Under the rule of a benevolent emperor 
and his council of elders the empire flourished and took more and more land. Over time Zeal became 
a melting pot of cultures all coexisting as one. It seemed that the sun would never set on the Zealian 
empire. That is until the day she came. 

On that day the sky went dark, the crops withered and disease spread like wildfire slowly gnawing 
away at the population. Misery and suffering spread across the empire. The emperor sent scientists to 
the far reaches of the kingdom to investigate the cause of these diseases. That's when the beast 
revealed itself.  The creature walked with a hunch in its back. Stark black hair flowed down to the floor 
like fresh ink. The people cowered at the horrifying visage of its bare elk-like skull. Black claws stained 
red with dried blood. Scars decorated its thin body yet its posture was still strong. Even the emperor’s 
guards cowered when in its foreboding presence.

Then as quickly as it arrived the beast disappeared. Even in the beasts’ absence, its presence was still 
felt as it lingered over the once great kingdom like winters fog. Over the millennia the fiendish beast 
would become known as ‘The Taker’. A force, a reminder for the Zealians not to reach for what isn't 
theirs. 

After this devastating loss of their once great empire. The remnants of the empire suffered greatly. 
Crops refused to grow leading to mass starvation.  In desperation, many of the Zealians prayed to 
their god  that a hero, a champion would arise to face the Taker and deliver the Zealian empire back to 
its former glory, and put an end to their misery. 

At the king’s request, the elders began searching for their  Deliverer. They would lead prayer groups 
and ask for signs and glimpses of who this deliverer could be. This led them to scour the kingdom.

The youngest of the elders, Diogo, had what he believed to be premonition. In this premonition, he 
saw the baby that would become the Deliverer, with their pale mirror-like eyes. Most families at the 
time were very poor and were living on the streets. 

The elders all walked the streets giving bread to the locals while looking for babies with mirror-like 
eyes, but almost all the babies had brown eyes.  

As Diogo combed the streets he must have said “Bom cidadão, my name is Diogo and I am one of the 
elders. I've come bearing bread” a million times. He and the rest of the elders were close to giving up 
until a small family of three caught his eye and he felt an urge to approach them.
As he approached them he once again said “Bom cidadão, my name is Diogo I am one of the elders. 
I’ve come bearing bread.” in his most charismatic voice.

Fantasy Works
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Wasted Youth
A Short Story by Davern Frazier

The mother simply held her child close in her arms and stared straight forward. The father eagerly took 
the bread from Diogo. The father was thin with sunken cheeks and bags under his eyes from lack of 
sleep.  

“Mil obrigado, you have no idea how grateful we are.”

Diogo nodded his head in response. To his surprise, the baby started to stare at him with mirror-like 
eyes. Diogo excitedly called the other elders over to confirm.

The baby’s father yells “What is this? Why do you crowd around my son?”

The elders all fell quiet before Diogo whispered “Those eyes, there's no mistaking your son is the 
Deliverer, the one who will end our suffering.” 

The other elders whispered amongst themselves. The boy must be trained.

“Iago.” says the boy's mother. “If he is to be trained like you say, he should be addressed by his name. 
That is the only way I will allow you to take him.” 

As the elders agreed and Diogo reached for the baby. As he did he looked into the mother’s eyes and 
could see the smallest glimmer of hope.

 Young Iago spent the rest of his life training to defeat the Taker. 18 long years spent training both his 
mind and body. Overcoming countless injuries and setbacks. He’d even gone on to defeat the 10 elite 
mages, the strongest warriors in the kingdom. Each victory was immortalized with a tattoo on his body. 
By the time Iago was 18 his entire back and arms were completely covered. Except for one spot in the 
middle of his back, he’d planned to fill that spot once he killed the Taker.

All of Iago’s training was kept a secret from the general public until his 18th birthday when he would 
set out to complete his life’s goal. That is until Diogo had an alarming vision the night before Iago’s 
birthday party. Diogo’s vision showed him the Taker rearing up to its full height letting out a blood 
curdling scream while standing over Iago’s lifeless body. The vision ended with the Taker hunching 
over and pointing a long claw forward screaming “LIAR!” over and over again until its monstrous voice 
distorted into that of Iago’s. When Diogo awoke the next morning knowing what he must do.

Iago’s birthday party was more like a festival. Thousands of people filled the street and mingled 
regardless of class and social status. It was a day of splendor and enjoyment with a secret special 
guest that was of an even higher status than the king. Of course, this secret special guest was none 
other than Iago himself. 

Fantasy Works
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Wasted Youth
A Short Story by Davern Frazier

The Zealian King stepped out onto his great balcony and took a deep breath. “My people, in all my 
years of service to you all the past 18 years have been most strenuous. But on this day, I reveal to you 
young Iago, all grown up and ready to face his destiny and end the Taker!” 

The crowd begins to whisper and clamor at his words.

He looked over to Iago with nothing but hope in his eyes as the young boy walked to his side.

 “I remember when he was just a little boy, so proud of his role, so determined to make everyone 
proud. You all don’t know this, but Iago faced all 10  elite mages of our great kingdom and won. He’s 
even branded himself with sacred tattoos to commemorate each victory and amplify his own power.”

Everyone in the courtyard rejoiced at the news, everyone but Elder Diogo. Who anxiously clung to his 
cane as he walked out on the balcony. He took a deep breath and prepared himself. He hardly noticed 
the thunderous roars of the crowd. Without hesitation he announced.

“I had a vision while I slept last night, in it I saw the Taker bringing not only the cold lifeless corpse of 
Iago at your feet but the ruination of our kingdom and legacy of the Zealian empire, or at least what 
remains of it.” his words cut through the air like a hot knife through butter.

The king fell silent as did the rest of the courtyard. With weary eyes, the elder Diogo looked over to 
Iago who stood in disbelief. 

“No, no that’s not true.” Iago whispers to himself as he furrows his brow.

Diogo walks over in Iago’s direction “I’m so sorry it was not my intent to deceive, I truly though-”

“No you’re lying, why are you lying? Stop lying!” Iago shouts as he furiously runs off the balcony 
leaving everyone there in shock at the events unfolding... 
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Be Careful
A Short Story by Mikayla Macdonald

You better be careful when you walk around the city at night. You better be careful what you do on 
your phone during the day. Don’t talk too much and don’t say too little. Don't stay up too late and don't 
sleep in too much.. Go to school but don't get crazy ideas about your future, it's already planned out 
for you. Get a job to make money but don't worry if you aren't happy about it.  Don't play sports 
because you might injure yourself.  Don't go out with friends because bad things might happen. These 
are just a few of the rules here in Atwood. After Elon Musk created the neuralink in 2020  the 
government changed. He went missing, no one knows what happened to him. He created the 
government's best device for them and then disappeared off the face of the earth. The neuralink is 
how we are tracked daily by the government's newly created software company. Everyone has one but 
me. 
My parents don't know that I took mine out months ago. You can tell people act like robots with it 
implanted in their brain. I grew up different, I was smarter than everyone in my class, I graduated at 14 
and started college at 16 for mechanical engineering.. I figured out how to remove the neuralink 
successfully without the government knowing and attach it to a coding system I created. These 
neuralink track everything you do. If the government found out I removed it they would probably take 
me away and kill me. I created a little coding device to carry around when i went to school and set it up 
to act like a human so the government would think I am normal. Since it's out I can pretty much go do 
whatever and leave the docking device at home. I have snuck out multiple times to try to get close to 
the edge of our city where the electric fence is. Everytime I get close I chicken out because I don't 
want them catching me. Sometimes I have seen the Marshalls take away people and put them in cars 
and drive on the outside of the fence. Everything else in this town is pretty great if you are used to 
following rules. 
When you are born you go straight into surgery and have it implanted in your brain, it makes it almost 
impossible to take out yourself. Then for the next 16 years of your life it collects data. It gathers 
information that you have learned and gives you a career for the rest of your life based on your IQ. 
This device detects when you lie, it detects when you cheat. It can tell when you try to mess with it. It 
will then send a mini shock to your brain that makes you go unconscious for approximately two 
seconds. Fortunately for me I had fallen off my bike and hit my head. This caused a cut in my brain 
deep enough to see the neuralink but not deep enough for the government to know. I was already 
creating a coding device and instead switched it so I can take the wire and clip it to the device and pull 
it out while the coder is sending it a message as if I'm sleeping. No one knew I hit my head and no one 
would find out. 
Today's world is different from how my great grandparents told me. If you were born before 2020 you 
had to eventually have a surgery scheduled to get one inserted, but if you were above 90 years old 
you were sent to a home where eventually they would give you enough medicine to slowly kill you. 
Everyone knows that but no one talks about it. The schools are set up to give you knowledge that you 
would need for a certain occupation. If the demand for a specific job was short they would separate 
the kids and teach them that specific job. Basic places like stores and restaurants don't have 
employees, they have artificial intelligence robots. My grandparents only remember a few things from 
the 2020’s they are old and their memory was wiped. 
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Be Careful
A Short Story by Mikayla Macdonald

One night I had snuck out again, I do this about 1 every other week, I was walking around near the city 
cathedral because I think at night with all the lights on it looks the best. I was walking around when I had 
heard footsteps of someone who was wearing boots. I went to dive into a bush to hide thinking it was a 
guard. She had called out to me but I wanted to see her before I responded just in case it was a guard. I 
watch her walk by, I stand up and she stops walking, we lock eyes. Her pale skin shines in the moonlight 
along with her blue eyes. 
“Hello” she quietly whispered
“..Hello” I replied
“My names Arelle”
“ Oh my name is Anakin”
After we had introduced ourselves we walked around and continued talking about how we both are 
mechanical geniuses and removed the neurolinks. She also walks around at night to explore like I do.
“So what do you plan on doing now that you aren't attached to the government like everyone else that 
lives here?” She asked me knowing that I haven't had the link for almost a year now. 
“Well, I plan on leaving this town. I’m not sure how my parents will feel, or how I get out but I don't wanna 
come back… I want to see what's on the other side of the fence.”
She  nodded and we kept walking. She told me she lives on the other side of the city near the water 
plant. It's about a 25 minute walk. The guards change shifts at about 2:30am, it was now 2:15. There was 
a chilly breeze in the air so as we were walking back to her house I gave her my jacket and we started to 
hold hands. Even though we had just met there was a  special connection. 
“Why do you hate it here?” I asked her
“ It's boring, there's never anything to do, the best part of my day is when I get to walk around at night. I 
used to read things online about how the world was before the brain links, I heard there's a city miles 
away where it's normal and they aren't being watched 24/7. I wanna go there. “
We walked in silence the whole way there. When the time was getting close to 2:30 we hid in an alley 
where we wouldn't be seen by the guards. After that I walked her home and then I went back home to get 
ready for school in the morning. 
The next day we had promised to meet up by city hall before the sun went down. We did and we went to 
go get food before we went to the hills to hide out. We talked for hours about how we would live when we 
got out. We came up with millions of ideas on how to escape but none of them seemed to work out. 
There's a guard about every quarter mile, and they only leave when they switch shifts if there's an 
emergency big enough for the guards to be needed. So we made a plan to start a fire big enough by the 
hills that way there aren't any cameras, then we could run behind the hills and no one would see us. As it 
got closer to dusk we had gone to find something explosive like a gas tank. We found one and brought it 
back and put it in place.  After time passed around 2:15 in the morning we had set fire to the gas tank. 
We stood there as it exploded and watched the flames rise into the sky. Fire trucks were Everywhere.  
We had set out codes to turn off at 2:30am we found a gate and ran off. No guards had seen us. 
A week after the fire we had found a city, with regular people and no codes. We got jobs and bought a 
house. Everything was great, we could live freely and not worry about the government knowing what we 
did.. No one found out about the fire we had set. 20 years later after we had kids and were living our best 
lives together, the news had talked about this city getting the overnments next best thing. The Neuralink. 



 But the goddesses above couldn't lose her 
light

They adored it, and no other star was nearly 
as bright
¨Its okay,¨ they whispered, ¨you´ll be okay 
soon¨
¨We're going to put you back in the sky, and 
you will shine as the moon¨

So a hand reached from the sky and pulled 
her back into space
She started to grow into a beautifully bright 
face
Now she comes out every night, shining way 
up high
And that's the story of how the moon was put 
in the sky.

A Poem by Olivia Murphy

StarLight
  Starlight, star bright 

The star falling to earth tonight 
Cast out of the heavens for being too good
Shining brighter than any other star could

The other stars were mad, because she shone so 
great
By the time she knew what was happening, it was 
already too late
They ripped her out of the sky and threw her from 
their hearth
Falling fast, ripping and zipping towards earth

As she approached, she built up her power
And she finally released, causing a meteor shower
She blasted through the sky, causing a beautiful light
She wowed the people of earth while she lit up the 
night

But stars were not meant to grace the plains of our 
world
They were made for space, where they can be 
perfectly preserved
Our planet cannot sustain such a celestial being
Her power is too great, and on earth it is fleeting

And finally she fell, hitting the ground
She just laid and didn't make a sound
She smiled a smile, knowing she she had nowhere 
else to go
And so her light went out, after putting on her final 
show
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Stack of Books
by Danielle Hall
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Humming to Flowers
by Audrey Rebstock

Sphynx
by Kailyn Uria 20

Feathered Friends

Bird
Responsible, Affectionate
Flying, Feeding, Warming

Mother, Leader, Child, Follower
Learning, Consuming, Preparing

Delicate, Keen
Chick

A Diamante Poem by 
-Denver Boxleitner
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Lion
by Kailyn Uria

Blue Bunny
by Kailyn Uria

Panther Crossing
by Sabrina Martinez-Cabrera



Seasons
Through all the seasons.
With the changing of the trees.
The different leaves.
It always fills me with glee. 
Red, orange, yellow, and green.

— A Tanka Poem by Adriana Garcia

Winter Leaves        
Leaves falling of the trees

Trees covered in snow and the ground
Dreadful weather for many months
Yet there be beauty in the weather

And when winter ends
— A Tanka Poem by Darren Gilles
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Nature Works
Rain & Sun

Rain
Wet, melodic 

Freezing, Inspiring, Soothing
Cold, Sharp, Warm, Soft 

Shading, Energising, Running
Bright, Rhapsodic

Sunlight
--A Diamante Poem by Audrey Rebstock

Fire & Ice
Fire

Hot, dangerous
Burning, glowing, smoking

Light, heat, snowflake, glacier
Freezing, melting, breaking

Cold, wet
Ice

--A Diamante by Xander Garland
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Umbrella
A Shape Poem 

by Olivia Murphy

Truth
Fog covered eyes,
cotton stuffed ears,
waterlogged mouth.
See the truth,
hear the truth,
speak your truth.

--A Poem by Olivia Murphy



Nature Works
Day and Night

Staring out into the night,
You start to wonder,
To think,
And let your imagination run loose.
You start to see things,
Hear things,
Feel things that you cannot during the day.
You realize that the night is another world,
Separate from that of day.
You realize and discover this fact each night,
For each night is slightly different. 

--A Poem by Rebecca Stevens
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Light
Bright

Luminous, Radiant
Dazzling, Gleaming, Shining

Illuminate,  L i g h t,  D a r k, Cold
Dimming, Dwindling, Vanishing

Subdued, Somber,
Fade

--A Diamante by Charlie Brown

Colored Pencil Landscape 
By Emma Cussins-Matthys
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A Greeting Card #1 
by Emily Flaherty

Leave the Scene Clean 
by Gwendolyn Page

A Greeting Card #2 
by Emily Flaherty
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The Spiraling Hues
Audrey Rebstock

The snow was painted golden colors as the sun dipped closer and closer to the horizon, piled in compact 
blankets cold and solid, undisturbed from their natural placement, sans the footprints left in the snow. A tall teenager 
stood amongst the ice as he stared out towards the skyline, The boy had Vitiligo, making his skin in two separate 
tones, his face almost split in half with the tones placement, dark and light consistent, with his hair and eyes 
following the pattern, pure white and pitch black hair curled softly across his forehead. His green and red eyes 
watched blankly as the sky turned from bright blue, to vibrant golds, to warm reds. He was so focused on the skys 
changing hues that he didn’t notice the sound of steps behind him.

“It’s gonna be a big snow storm tonight, you might wanna head back to the house.” warmth rested on the 
teens shoulder as he still stared towards the sky, he could see some pinks peaking into the tones. Or maybe it was 
the man beside him dyed hair drifting into his view as the man’s long hair was untied, allowing the bubblegum pink 
strands swaying with the chilled wind that wrapped around the two.

“Kid?” the warmth attached to him shifted back and forth, causing his arm to rock back and forth as it did so.
“Mark, I need you to look at me,” a second warmth mirrored the first, grabbing his other shoulder and dragging his 
view from the sky and towards the man beside him.

“D-Dave?” The man smiled as the multicolored blank eyes looked towards him with recognition. 
“Hey there kid, how long have you been out here?” The man's red eyes held some unreadable emotion as he stared 
at the teen, the warmth on his shoulders began to run up and down his arms spreading the warmth across the teen a 
little more. David himself seemed quite warm in his red coat, keeping him warm where Mark’s own thin long sleeve 
did not. The albino man frowned, tilting his head to take up more of Mark’s view, the familiar eyes much more 
calming than the forever changing sky, red eyes matching one of Mark’s own.

“I-I,” Mark’s voice, sore from disuse and raspy from the cold, gave a high pitched rasp as he tried to clear his 
throat. “I d-don’t know it's been a b-but I guess?” 

David sighed, the snow crunching beneath his feet as he stood up, his pale hand reaching towards Mark’s 
own, “C’mon kid, let’s head in before Phil kills me for letting a child freeze on our front lawn” Mark’s hand met David’s 
as he was pulled up, light despite towering over the older man. David himself dusted some snow off his hands before 
gripping the younger's arm and started carefully dragging Mark towards the small cottage off in the distance, 
snowflakes drifted down from the clouds above, adding more white fluffy snow to the ground around them. 
The walk wasn’t too far, but the walk was slowed by the shivering teen and the deep snow around them. 
As David opened the door to their shared home, warmth wafted into Mark’s face, causing an almost stinging 
sensation to spread through his hands, nose, and feet, the temperature difference startling to the lanky teen. 
“Phil! I got him!” David called into the empty room, confusion marred Mark’s face until the sounds of soft creaking 
came from the kitchen of the house. A shorter man quickly walked into the room shoulders slumping in tandem with a 
sigh as he stepped towards both of them.

“ You both are gonna be the death of me, either that or my hair will be about as white as both of yours” The 
older man, Phil, simply motioned for them both to come closer to the fire place as he stroked the fire, warming the 
room even as wind began to howl in tune with the wolves outside.

“Found him zoned out, don’t really know what’s in that head of his,” warmth settled over Mark’s back at the 
words, turning his head ever so slightly showed he was wrapped in a soft blanket, blue, much like the sky had been 
when he first entered the snow, yet different from the blue that had been clouded by purples later on in the day, 
shrouded with marks of white from clouds that never fully went away and soft snowflakes that always showed so 
prominently in his dark strands of hair and blended in with the white strands, the contrast confusing but familiar, 
almost like the blue fading into the reds as the sun dripped past the horizon, blue sky to gold sky and gold sky to red 
sky, and from red sky to purple sky and from-



The Spiraling Hues 
--A Short Story Audrey Rebstock

Something extremely warm was placed in Mark’s hand, his fingers instinctively curling around the mug. 
Taking a deep breath in, he smelled the warm chocolate, with hints of mint and marshmallow of course, the smell 
comforting him before he could spiral again into nothingness. 

“Thank you Ph-Phil” , his voice soft, but thankfully, not as raspy as before. 
“No problem mate, just trying to keep you as warm as we can, remind me next time to punt you if you leave 

the house without a jacket” the words sparked soft laughter from the 3 gentlemen in the room, warm curling around 
all of them as they sat in front of the fire, hot chocolate in hand and friends by their sides. Mark didn’t even realize 
when his eyes began to slide shut, nor did he realize that the warmth at his side spread more around him as he 
leaned further and further into David’s side, warmth curled through his hair as he finally drifted off. 

When he woke again, the first thing he noticed was that he was curled up on the old couch that was never 
long enough for the young man to spread out on fully, his legs having to curl to stay trapped within the confines of 
the couches slightly bent out of shape arms. The second thing he noticed was harsh whispers drifting into the room 
from the kitchen. Slowly getting up, Mark spared the room a glance, grabbing the top most blanket from the pile 
wrapping it around him like a cloak around his shoulders. Quietly shuffling down the hall he quickly, but carefully, 
made his way to the kitchen door, peering around the corner to see what was causing all the fuss.
“Sorry mate but I think you're just plain wrong on that account!” Phil’s whispers were much louder right outside the 
room than they had been from the couch; David paced back and forth across the room, his irritation wafting off of 
him in waves as he glared at the floor. 

“Phil- There’s obviously something wrong with him! It took me 5 minutes just to get the kid to look at me!” 
David ran his hand through his hair dragging his hand down his face staring at the patchy skinned man in front of 
him, “Listen Phil, I understand that you’ve been busy and all so you haven’t been around too much lately, but the 
kid has been staring at walls with no sense of what’s going on at all,” He sighed, continuing to pace until Phil 
shuffled towards him and gently grabbed his shoulder, “I just-” David leaned into Phil’s silent support, “I just don’t 
want him to get hurt because we weren’t there for him; he coulda died if I didn’t go to check where he was after not 
seeing him around the house when I usually would this time a day.”

Phil tilted his head to the side before murmuring something that Mark couldn’t hear, whatever it was, it 
seemed to make David freeze, the albino took a step back and looked directly at Phil, they seemed to have a silent 
conversation before Phil’s gaze snaps towards Mark’s spot in the doorway, with  tight smiles shooting to his face as 
he moved past David and gently led Mark to the table off to the side, a warm plate of food already in front of him as 
he sat down. David and Phil sat down on both sides of the table leaving only the spot in front of Mark empty, just 
like usual, a silence settled over the three oddly skinned men as they ate the meals on their plate. It seemed to 
drag along almost never finishing, yet ending all too quickly for Mark as his empty plate was taken from him and set 
in the sink to be washed later.

A clap rang out in the silence as Phil brought his hands together for a moment, “So,” the one and a half 
albinos looked towards the eldest as he spoke “We need to have a chat mates, I don’t think this radio silence is 
good for anyone's hearts” chuckling awkwardly and shifting his gaze towards the youngest of the three, who simply 
hunched over himself for a moment and let out a tense breath.

“I’m-” He stops for a moment looking towards them both, their eyes filled with concern yet also patience, 
“S-sorry I worried you both y-yesterday everything- everything’s fine I just- kinda, well I zoned out for a second you 
know?” He stared at the table, at the wall, at the floor, anywhere but at his two friends' faces, the two of them took 
him in when his parents kicked him out after his 18th birthday, turns out having two separate heavily contrasting 
skin tones and parents with a high social status quota did not mix. Having met the two at a group meeting for those 
like themselves years ago when he turned 16 and was allowed to show up to those without parental consent. 
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The Spiraling Hues
Audrey Rebstock

“Kid around 3 hours is not ‘a second’ what would have happened if I didn’t check on you? You could have 
died Mark! I’m not taking any chances,” David rubbed his jaw for a moment before groaning and looking towards the 
ceiling, divine intervention did not occur, “We did some research and called some doctors, and look-” David cut 
himself off looking towards Phil for guidance, Phil settled a hand on Marks wrist drawing Mark’s eyes to settled on his 
own. 

“We think its epilepsy of some sort mate-” David stood up pacing around the small room once more, his arm 
lifted as he started counting points off quickly, cutting off Phil in his need to explain themselves

“You often get tired after your little “Zone Outs” and usually are spacy for a bit afterwards too! You zone out 
over the most random stuff and you don’t respond when we do find you!” David continually paced pointing towards 
Mark at every point

“I-I’m sorry, I really d-don’t know- don’t know how to stop them and-and-and I’m sorry please please don’t 
fight over this, over me, over any of this! I don’t kno-know I’m sorry!” Mark stood from his seat frantically looking 
towards the two of them before his knees shook, causing the tall teen to fall, quick footsteps moved in tandem with a 
yelp as 2 sets of arms grabbed each of his arms hauling him up despite the height difference with him a good half a 
foot taller than David and more like 3 quarters of a foot taller than Phil. After settling him at his chair once more two 
pairs of eyes stared towards him looking between the blue of Phil’s and the pinkish red of Davids before they both 
spoke over the other.

“We’re not mad we’re just worried mate-”
“You can’t blame us for getting mad, but we aren’t mad at you kid, we’re mad in general-”
“We swear this isn’t something that’ll ruin anything, everything's ok Mark-”
“Listen- Hey Listen! I’m a big dumb idiot who forgot you take everything to heart.  We’re not mad at each 

other either you hear me? Everythin’s fine we aren’t gonna smash each others things or whatever-”
“Just-”
“Well” At this all three of them let out chuckles and the older looked towards Mark as he giggled, catching 

their eyes Mark smiles shyly, “Can we call the argument even and say we’re all dumb?”
Two two others laughed at this before matching agreeable nods cast towards Mark. “Good, I’ll b-book an 

appointment with the doctor and see what she thinks and how- how we can all work on making this work, d-deal?” 
Three red eyes, two blue, one green,and three matching smiles
“Deal”
And if next time Mark goes to watch the clouds for a bit David keeps one eye on the cloud shaped like a pig, 

and the other on Mark’s posture, or Phil checks in on him every other hour with simple texts to make sure Mark was 
present, neither said anything.

And if the next time the world started to close in and Mark didn’t know what what happening and, oh god, the 
world is small and this one branch was not covered in snow and that’s very interesting...he wondered what caused 
that one singular stick to not be covered in the white that at sunset would be covered in blues, then golds, then reds, 
then-,,,

And if next time Mark spiraled they caught it in 30 seconds and not 3 hours then no one said a thing.
After all they made it work.

They had a deal.
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Art
Digital art

Pixelate, Mimic
Saving, Rendering, Effects

Traditional & Digital Doodles 
Paper, Paint, Wood

Surreal, Realism
Traditional art

-a Diamante poem 
by Julio Rubio

Tia Bowe

By Mackenzie Charno
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Party Food
By Kenzie Goff

Summer Food 
By Ava Tluczek

Pop Fight
By Bertin Vences
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Be Yourself
By Emma Cussins-Matthys
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Beauty in What We Can’t See
A Short Story by Charlie Brown

We milled inside the classroom, cautiously choosing our seats, as people do on 
the first day of school. I chose to sit in the front of the classroom. Once I had finally 
gotten the top of my desk organized with a few pens, pencils, and a notebook, I 
looked around and noticed everyone’s attention was caught on the board. I pondered, 
What could be so fascinating on the first day, in biology? I wanted to know what all 
of this awe was, my eyes drifted from students, until eventually harboring on the 
board. Images. There were three full-body images, clothed of course, on the board, 
one man and two women. A question rested above these photos, “What makes these 
people beautiful, what makes you feel beautiful or not beautiful?”

 My eyes were instantly attracted to the woman on the left, her hair was magma 
red and it tumbled over her shoulders. Her Amazonian figure fit just well for her 
stem-thin body. Her complexion was in the most quintessential hue of ochrous. Her 
smile was beaming and beautifully beguiling, the polished, oyster-white coloration of 
her teeth was mystifying. She was, without a doubt, beautiful. 

With a need to know, what is making her so beautiful, and do I even count? I 
began caressing my face, starting at the cheeks. As I rubbed the palms of my hand to 
the center of my cheeks, my palms fell into small hollow crevices, and felt as if I was 
touching a smooth, vintage leather jacket. From my cheeks I moved up to my eyes. 
Both were fairly large, and equidistant, from what I could tell; one eye was almond 
shaped, the other with slight curvature, seemed to be more of an oval. Then, to my 
lips, they felt blossom soft, delicate, dewy and dulcet. I trailed my hand up my face to 
the “half mountain range,” as I like to call my nose; the bridge started off small, 
however soon grew taller and vaster. I did not have the perfect face, but I believed it 
to still be beautiful, why don’t others?

“Well you have probably had enough time to examine the photos I presume.” 
The teacher, Mr. Harper said gleefully, gaining himself a groggy “Eh.” from the class 
in response. “Come on guys and girls! It’s the first day of your freshman year, lighten 
up and at least try to enjoy the easy questions while they last.” Mr. Harper jokes. “So, 
what makes these people beautiful? Feel free to just shout your answers.”

“All three of them are beautiful because they’re perfect.” A boy said from the 
rear of the class.
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Beauty in What We Can’t See
A Short Story by Charlie Brown

“A little deeper than that,” Mr. Harper teased.
“Could it be that they are beautiful because of not only the way they look, but 

also the way they make you feel?” I added. “For instance, going back to what he 
said.” I gestured toward the boy in the back, “Maybe they are considered beautiful 
because they are seen as perfect, and they make the people around them feel like they 
cannot amount to their beauty, unintentionally. So we resort to calling them perfect, 
giving an excuse for why we cannot look as they do.” I felt dignified with the witty 
comment, I also sort of answered my question, if other people know they are beautiful 
by themselves, they will feel no need to compare themselves to something they are 
not. If you compare yourself to something “better than yourself,” how do you think 
you will ever win in an inequitable matchup? You won’t. 

This however, is what society does, it compares you to something you either 
cannot be, or in general just are not. It gives you an unfeasible matchup you will not 
win, because you cannot win if you compare yourself to what you’re up against. 

“Do you feel beautiful?” Mr. Harper asked aloud, and for a second, I stopped 
comparing myself to everything I wasn’t and I started comparing myself to 
everything I was--funny, kind, well spoken.  It doesn’t matter if society thinks I don’t 
look beautiful, if I feel beautiful--I am beautiful.

“Yes.”
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Beauty,
A topic so,
Topically
Foreign.

I digress.
The dichotomy
Of beauty
Is that in itself,
Beauty is seen as:

Elegant,
Yet,
Gauche.
Endearing,
Yet,

Distasteful.
Enchanting,
Yet,
Impairing.

I digress.
Beauty
Has always 
Been left
With the 

Double Entendre 
Of
“Where there’s beauty,
There’s pain.”
A double entendre
With minimal truth.

Supporting
“With beauty,
Comes pain,”
Is supporting

Being put
D

   O

      W

          N
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By someone 
You love.

I digress.
When told,
“I yell,
Cause I love you.”
You teach the
Yelled at, 
That
Abuse
Is part
Of love.

It isn’t.
But you know what?
The misinformation
That is bestowed

So
Closely with the
Word and
Phenomena

Beauty
Is
Quite
Beautiful.

I won’t digress.
The thought,
Even the
Possibility of

A thought
That something
Is there but we
Have yet to

Discover
It,
That
Is beautiful.

I won’t digress.

...On Beauty
A Poem by Charlie Brown
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I Only like Free Verse
How I hate Haiku,
I dislike Tanka poems too!
They are restricting,
And words need to stick like glue!
I find these poems constricting.
--a poem by Charlie Brown

Unknown

Life is a Party
Life is a party.
I went to "meet new people"
and to "make new friends."
Now I'm locked in the bathroom
wishing I had just stayed home.
--A Tanka Poem by Hollie Ringwood
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A Marriage Fairy Tale
A 5-Minute Play By Yazmin Martinez

STORYTELLER: (closing the volume) The End.  Good night, sleep tight, don’t let the bedbugs bite. What?  
You want to hear another one?  But it’s a school night.  Okay, okay, just this once.  I’m such a pushover.  
What type of story shall we hear? (ad lib. the audience yells out suggestions) How about a fairy tale for our 
times?  A field of dreams fenced in by white picket, a story of the young man and woman we all hope to be 
someday? Too bad, that’s what you’re getting.

(The STORYTELLER opens the volume back up.  Lights up on BRIDE and GROOM in traditional garb 
standing on top of a wedding cake.)

Once upon a time there was a young woman, pretty as a day in June.

(The BRIDE does the royal wave.)

A young man stood by her side, smart as a whip and handsome as a polo horse.

(The GROOM salutes.)

They met in high school and fell in love on a merry day in May.

(The BRIDE and GROOM whisper to each other.)

Before long, the young man dropped to his one knee, pulled a diamond from his pocket, and won the 
young woman’s hand in marriage.

BRIDE: Uh, excuse us, Mr. Storyteller?

(The STORYTELLER looks back at them, confused.  The BRIDE and GROOM smile and wave.  The 
STORYTELLER waves back.)

STORYTELLER: Moving right along.  With the blessings of their compatible—

BRIDE: Mr. Storyteller!

STORYTELLER: Excuse me a moment. (to BRIDE) Yes, what is it?

BRIDE: We didn’t exactly meet in high school.

STORYTELLER: Yes you did, it says so right here.

Humor/Satire Works
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BRIDE/GROOM: Ours
STORYTELLER: Wrong.  This is a fairy tale, I’m going for prototypes.

BRIDE: But I’m 35.

STORYTELLER: In this story, you’re 24.  The average American woman gets married at 24.

BRIDE: How old’s that make him?

STORYTELLER: 27.  Why, how old is he really?

GROOM: I’m the one that’s 24.

STORYTELLER: Isn’t that a little young to be getting married?

BRIDE: How come 24’s okay for me but not for him?

STORYTELLER: You’re the woman.  You’re supposed to be younger.

BRIDE: Not in the 21st Century!.

STORYTELLER: Now, before I was interrupted for the umpteenth time, boys and girls, I was saying that after the 
reception, the 24-year-old bride was whisked away in a horse-drawn carriage by her 27-year-old Prince 
Charming.

BRIDE: Whisked away where?

STORYTELLER: I don’t know.  To... the... airport.

BRIDE: Which one?

STORYTELLER: The Airport of... Vermont .

BRIDE: There’s one in Burlington and one in Montpelier .

GROOM: How did you know that?

BRIDE: I majored in geography.

GROOM: You did?



A MARRIAGE FAIRY TALE
A 5-Minute Play By Yazmin Martinez
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BRIDE: (to STORYTELLER) So Mr. Fancy Pants, which one was it?

STORYTELLER: The one where you caught your flight to Hawaii for your honeymoon.

BRIDE: This whole fairy tale is completely out of hand.  Anyone knows there’s no flights from Vermont to 
Hawaii .  You have to fly through Logan or LAX.  Or both.  And anyway, I highly doubt they’d let the horses in 
the terminal.

STORYTELLER: Oh, for Pete’s sake! What’s the big deal in telling the children a nice little story?

BRIDE: No one’s life turns out like that.  How many of those kids will live up to your version of the story?  
None!  They can’t; it’s too much pressure to be perfect!  And Brad, I probably shouldn’t have married you to 
begin with.

GROOM: Shayna, how can you say that?

BRIDE: I don’t know you. I didn’t even know you were a florist!.

GROOM: What? 

BRIDE: You didn’t even know I majored in Geography!  Listen, if we’re talking averages here, most people 
don’t get married in Vermont .  They get married in their one-horse hometowns that have WalMarts and bad 
zoning.

STORYTELLER: What’s wrong with that?

BRIDE: NOTHING.  THAT’S MY POINT.  MOST people do get married in their hometowns.  MANY of them 
end up in counseling or sell everything they own to get into a lousy nursing home.  Put that in your fairy tale!

STORYTELLER: There are children present!

BRIDE: And so we’re forbidden to tell them what life is really like.

GROOM: She’s got a point there.  You’re opening yourself up for multiple class-action lawsuits, Mister.

STORYTELLER: Fine.  I’ve had it.  You want the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, the whole 
enchilada, the proverbial hook, line, and sinker?  Well far be it from me to give these little souls something to 
which to aspire.

BRIDE/GROOM: Do it!  Do it!  (ad lib.)

STORYTELLER: I’m warning you, it won’t be pretty.
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BRIDE/GROOM: We stand warned.

STORYTELLER: I’m such a pushover.

(opens the volume back up)

Once upon a time in a dump of a house not so far away, there lived a woman approaching middle age who 
hung out in places where they throw peanut shells on the floor—

BRIDE: All right already.

STORYTELLER: --and a young, dimwitted florist mistakenly delivered flowers to this desperate woman.

GROOM: Tee hee.

STORYTELLER: They laughed, argued & married in a Vegas Drive-thru wedding service, but ended up 
divorced in six months with arguments & tears..

(shuts book, exits)

I bid you good night and sweet dreams, children.  The End.

BRIDE/GROOM: (ad lib., following the STORYTELLER off) Uh, Mr. Storyteller, wait, it’s okay, you can tell the 
other version...

(lights down.)



The Mysterious Ivan 
Mysterious work by a man, Ivan Seal
The art he does make the eyes appeal
Brush strokes gives me a certain feel
Horror & confusion explode everywhere
Abstraction,unfamiliar sounds familiar
It reflects the effects of dementia 
Its advancement & its totality 
6 stages provided from the 
Caretaker
Music demonstrates what has been 
taken
The brain reduce its size,getting eaten
Patience is forgetting the scenes 
What?Who?How?
Do I know you? Are you my family?
Wait,I remember the ambience 
It’s the Caretaker
He provides the memories that have 
been taken
The violins,piano,trumpets,horns
Memories from the roaring 20s
The time when I was in my 20s
My favorites was in stages 4-6
I remember what it’s like forgetting
Music helps me forget the remembrance 
Vinyl,white noise,black & white,static
The limitations we had back then
I’m not smart like the phones now & 
then
But 
I…………………………………………
………………………………………………
….
…………………………..use to 
remember…….

--An Epitaph by Julio Rubio

Angst Works
Paradoxical Living

Fragile enough to be hurt by today
Strong enough to make it through to tomorrow
The potential of tomorrow is strong
Like an aphrodisiac, it enchants me
But when tomorrow comes, it becomes the today
The potential is wasted, and I don't change it
The cycle remains untouched.

--By Joshua Church

Blue Lungs
The cold words you say
Leave me with blue lungs
The words linger in the air,
Almost as if they’ve been hung
I breathe them in and embrace them
Turns my lungs away from red
Getting over the sickness you gave me
I have to stay in bed
Not a normal illness
Your words have a shrillness
Piercing me, leaving me irrecoverable
I come back, trying to warm you
You decide you are irrevocable
So I leave with a heave
Disappointed in the outcome
I leave you with blue lungs.

--By Joshua Church

The Scream by Edvard Munch
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Cognitive Dissonance

A Short Story by Hollie Ringwood
That’s not you.
I quickly look away from the mirror, but it’s already too late. The image of my reflection—so alien and 

unfamiliar and inexplicably wrong—was already scorched into my retinas. I clench my eyes shut, but the image just 
pulses and distorts in my mind’s eye. The moment I open my eyes, my vision fills with meaningless colors, shifting 
hues, and mesmerizing patterns. My body feels faint and far away.

You’re not really here right now. “The thoughts” say in a voice so similar to mine, and yet...not me.
“I know,” I respond, silently cursing myself for allowing myself to check my reflection. When you’re 

someone like me, you aren’t supposed to check—that’s when you’ll realize how much is actually wrong.
None of this is really happening, the unwelcome voice continues. None of this is real.
Once, in a better time, I would’ve simply brushed off the intrusive voice. Even on a bad day, I would have at 

least spat back that the voice wasn’t actually real either. But I couldn’t do anything to fight it. Not today.
You aren’t real.
You aren’t “Hollie”.
You don’t even exist.
Are you even listening to me, dipshit?
You. Are. Not. REAL.
“Holy crap, I know!” I snap, bitter and angry and exhausted all at once. “Could you stop reminding me? 

Please?”

To my surprise, the thoughts do, in fact, stop.
While my mind is still clear enough to hear myself think, I quickly snatch up the notebook and pencil I left 

lying on the glass table in front of me, scribbling down a list of chores I need to complete today. When I finally 
finish, I pointedly keep my eyes fixated on the ground as I gather up my notebook and pencil, never allowing them 
to flicker back to my vanity mirror.

“Not me. Not me. Not me.” I whisper aloud to no one in particular, clutching my notebook tightly to my 
chest.

Honestly, I really don’t know if I meant the thoughts, or my reflection.
In the end, it doesn’t really matter.
You are NOT eating. The voice firmly declares as I reach for the handle of the refrigerator. I rest my 

forehead lightly on the cool door of the fridge, savoring the way the cold cuts through that all-too-familiar fuzzy, far 
away feeling.

“Why?” Is my short answer.
You’re not actually hungry. You’re just bored.
My eyebrows furrow. “Dude. My stomach is growling.”
If you eat, you’re not gonna stop. You’re just gonna keep going until you get sick, and then I’ll have to take 

care of you. Not gonna happen.
“What if—now, hear me out—I feel sick because I’m not eating enough.”
Whatever. Go ahead then, be a pig. See if I care. Just don’t say I didn’t warn you when you’re bent over the 

toilet throwing your guts up.
I sigh, knowing that there’s no point in pushing the matter any further. “Fine,” I exhale, slowly padding back 

to my bedroom.
God, I’m exhausted.
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I attempt to re-absorb myself into the TV show that I’d been watching, but the repeated gurgling of my 
stomach makes it difficult to focus. With no small amount of difficulty, I shift so I can curl up into a fetal position. 
My stomach rolls, and I whimper, clutching my midsection. As the characters on screen happily eat dinner together, 
I endure wave after wave of hunger pangs.

“I feel horrible…” I can’t help but groan.
I don’t give a shit. The voice responds coldly. Suffer.
I try to ignore my empty stomach after that.

It’s been a bad day, and the thoughts have been loud. By the time midnight rolls around, I’m sprawled 
across my bed, nursing a splitting headache. Soothing lo-fi music fills the room from the Bluetooth 
speaker atop my vanity, but unfortunately, it’s far too quiet to drown out the painful sound of the 
anguished voice.

I’m so tired. I’m so, so tired. Can I cut? Please?
My eye twitches. “We...we can’t do that. You know we can’t.” I hazard. “I already picked out my 

outfit for tomorrow. It’ll show.”`
I just wanna feel again. The voice’s tone is desperate. Please, please, please, please...
“I’m sorry,” is all I can say. “I just can’t.”
I hate this.
“I know,” I whisper.
I want to die.
“I know.”
You could kill us if you wanted to.
With the voice’s change in tone, that all-too-familiar pit of poisonous tar began to churn and broil 

in my stomach.
Don’t you want to?
It’s getting hard to breathe.
“You already know the answer to that.” I finally say, my eyes rapidly focusing and unfocusing. My 

gaze is still locked onto my bedroom ceiling, but I’m not really seeing it. Music is still softly escaping 
from my speaker, but I can’t hear it anymore.

I’m so damn tired. I don’t want to be alive anymore. Please.
I...I don’t know what to say anymore. That familiar hot, prickly feeling behind my eyes grows 

stronger, and I dimly realize that I’m on the verge of tears.
But I can’t bring myself to let them fall.
At least, not for thoughts that don’t even feel like mine.

Cognitive Dissonance
A Short Story by Hollie Ringwood
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Opening 
Nessa and Ally are two best friends, practically sisters, who decided one day that they should do 
something dramatic for fun. Nessa being as crazy as she is, she decided to enter a graveyard at 
night and conjure up dead spirits. Ally was very doubtful that Nessa could actually pull off 
something that unbelievable. So she took her up on it, with confidence in her failure since she 
didn’t believe in spirits, ghost demons and all that stuff.

After school Nessa and Ally hopped on their bikes headed home and grabbed some equipment 
and snacks. Then they waited until it was time to head to the graveyard.

What Do You Believe?
A Five-Minute Play  by Jada Washington

They waited until the sun was going down and started to head to the graveyard.

Graveyard  Scene

Nessa and Ally headed up to the graveyard, before they entered Nessa stopped Ally, reached for her 
backpack and handed Ally a flashlight. They proceeded to walk towards the center of the graveyard. 
And that’s where Nessa began her ritual.
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(Nessa and Ally hears a strange groaning, coming from the deep parts of the forest)

Nessa & Ally: (both direct their flash lights to the direction of the noises)
Nessa: (puts her finger over her lips signaling Ally to keep quiet)
The groaning soon turned into a deep, vicious snarl. And what Nessa and Ally saw 
will be the scarring moment of their lives.

What Do You Believe?
A Five-Minute Play  by Jada Washington

Scene Beings

*Nessa & Ally proceeded to run to wherever they can hide*

they soon found shelter in the deeper parts of the woods and hid in there.
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What Do You Believe?

A Five-Minute Play  by Jada Washington

Nessa & Ally: (both rushed inside and found anything that they could stack up 
against the door)

Nessa: (gasping for breath) Well, aren’t you going to congratulate me?

Ally: What hell Nessa, this isn’t time for games! What the hell did you do? 

Nessa: OH, so it's my fault, I thought you didn’t believe that this kind of stuff was 
real?

Ally: YOU, go back out there and tell me if it's real or not!……

(Long pause as both characters try to catch their breath)

Ally: Or
Ally: I could show you 

Nessa: Huh? ….What in God’s name are you talking about?

Nessa: (looks up at Ally to see her bones popping out of place,crawling down on all 
fours, watching Ally’s skin turn white as her eyes turn soulless,turning into the 
creature that “Ally” and Nessa tried to escape from early.)

Nessa: (springs up outta of her bed, frightened… terrified)
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What Do You Believe?

A Five-Minute Play  by Jada Washington

Nessa: (gasping)  What the hell!!???

Nessa’s Mom: (enters Nessa’s room) Goodmo- Nessa what’s wrong?!

 Nessa: Mom? 

Nessa’s Mom: Are you good, what’s wrong?

Nessa: No, mom i’m….. I’m fine, I’m good.

Nessa’s Mom: You sure, we can talk-...

Nessa: yeah, yeah...Mom I’m cool...I dont know, I guess it was just a nightmare.

Nessa’s Mom: Okay? Well there’s breakfast down stairs, hurry up before it’s all 
gone. 

Nessa’s Mom: Oh and Ally’s down there waiting, don’t keep her held up to long ‘K?

Nessa: yes ma'am.
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The Visitor

A Short Story by Koral Rosa

The darkness engulfed her. But she did not shake, did not cower from it. She resigned 
herself to it. Sometimes even, it whispered to her. And then the creak of a door shifting on its 
hinges. 

“Let there be light.” said a steady, low male voice. With that, a click, and the room was 
flooded with white light and the intense hum of the bulbs that drown out even your breathing. 

The room was clean, save for the dark stains on the concrete floor, one by the shiny metal 
table and the other beneath a set of chains hanging from the ceiling. There were tools hung on the 
walls, knives, hammers, duct tape, pliers, everything cleaned and organized. Just the sight of it all 
sent goosebumps racing along her arms. 

Her eyes trailed along the walls of the room, scanning, until they caught on a person, cuffed 
to a pipe on the other side of this wretched room. The man was frail, skin showing the bone 
beneath as if his very soul was sucked from him with a vacuum. 

“Don’t panic,” he whispered. “He’ll keep you alive as long as you don’t scream.” 
A gasp escaped her lips, she was not crazy. Not hallucinating. He was the voice of the 

darkness that centered her for however long she’d been here. This old, half dead man wasted his 
energy on making her feel less alone. And she, thinking it was in her mind hadn’t ever responded 
to him. Not once. 

“Oh. Hello Thomas, I thought I sent one of the servants to get rid of you months ago. Well 
you’re basically dead anyway, I’m sure you won’t mind providing an example for our guest of 
what happens when you’re invited to our lovely VIP room, right?” said the other man, still 
standing in the doorway. A beautiful man truly, princelike almost. He was dressed in a black suit of 
silk embroidered with gold thread and his gold brown hair swept neatly to the side. But his eyes 
were dark, holding none of the warmth you’d expect to see in a prince's eyes. 

A few more steps in had the door shutting behind him, as he unbuttoned his jacket and 
replaced it with a black apron and a set of surgical gloves to match. In the next instant, a jingle of 
keys in his hand, and then was up, no longer bound to the pipes as she was. He didn’t fight though, 
from the looks of it was too malnourished to even try. The prince picked him up bridal style and 
placed him gently onto the metal table. Too gently almost, for what aria knew would happen next. 
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“Close your eyes Thomas. And you beautiful,” he said, glancing towards her as he reached 
for a few tools on his wall, “keep yours open. Enjoy the show.”

He turned his attention back to Thomas, a hammer and a set of pliers now in his hands. And 
he set to work, starting with the teeth, then the fingernails, fingertips, hands, working his way up 
Thomas’s body, smashing and tearing and pulling apart. They were both calm though as it 
happened, an agreement hanging in the air between them of the artist and the slab of stone he must 
carve to make beautiful. And Aria the passive audience, stirring only occasionally when the blood 
splatter landed a little too close to her. But she kept her eyes open, watching, scared to anger the 
prince working diligently on his art project. 

Then he stopped just as suddenly as he had begun. He cleaned up his mess, putting the 
pieces in a black trash bag and tilting the table back to let the blood drain into a hole leading 
further down into the ground. 

“This is my favorite part you know? The cleaning up. Normally, I’d make you help, but a 
lady should not be cleaning so you get to just sit there and look pretty.” he said, flashing her a 
smile that would make anyone swoon. He knelt in front of her now, so they were eye level. “Tell 
me your name.”

“Aria Astra” she said instinctively, without even giving herself enough time to think of a 
convincing alias. She cursed herself for it. For giving in to those disarming eyes of his.

He saw it in her face and furrowed brow and smiled at her again. “ I think I just found my 
new favorite toy” he chuckled, pushing himself back to his feet and turning back towards the door, 
untying his dirty apron as he went and dropping it on the floor next to the bags with Thomas 
inside. “I have a puzzle for you” he said.

“What?” she asked, thinking this might be her way out, as answering the sphinx would 
allow travelers into Thebes. 

“Why is cleaning always the best part? Think and give me your answer next time we meet.” 
And with that he was off. The lights disappeared and the door slammed, a lock clicking into place. 
She was alone again breathing air tainted with the taste of blood, and a darkness that would no 
longer talk to her and a riddle to dissect the mind of a killer. 

And so she waited, for days or months, she didn’t know. Until the door opened once more.

The Visitor
A Short Story by Koral Rosa
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THE END

We hope you enjoyed this sample of 
our talented students
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